《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 251 - War (Part-2)
"Run... Run..." A queue of the men scampered. The rustling sound was created through
their footsteps on the deciduous leaves.
"Bang!"
"Bang!"
"Bang!"
The gunshots were fired at them but the men were smart and s.e.n.s.i.t.i.v.e to hear the
sound of triggers that they hid behind the trunk of the trees at the right moment which
resulted in the gunshot ending on the trunk with a spark.
"F.u.c.kers!" One of the men cursed and started to run again.
"We need to warn the boss." Another of the men said.
"Divide into two teams." The first man said and in a twinkle, the men divided into two
teams and scuttled.
A group following after the men was also divided into two teams "Team B, that way."

'Bang!'
'Bang!'
'Bang!'
'Bang!'
'Bang!'
The group continued to fire after a break of a few minutes, The men were smart
enough to hide or one could say foolish enough to not understand their enemy's
intentions.
The group was firing on the men only with the intention that these men would run

back towards the place where they had been hiding out since months just like rats
running back towards their bills upon sensing the danger.
The group was closely following the men but not so close enough to catch them. After
running for a while, they finally found a two storey house hidden in between the trees.
The moonlight was casting on it enough to know its structure "Team A, we have found
the target. North-east side." Leader of the Team B of the group informed his other
team once the men went inside the house.
Then the leader commanded his team "Surround the house."

Whereas on the other side of the forest.
"Kill the men." The leader of team A ordered.
"Bang!"
"Bang!"
"Bang!"
.
.
.
This time, the men couldn't save themselves from the gunshots and soon, all the men
died with a single shot.
****
Inside the study room of the house.
"Boss...Boss...They are here." One of the men gushed.
The dim light lit up the entire room and enough to see the fear in the eyes of the men.
Markus was standing on the chair behind the huge table and Xin Chao was standing
behind him like a loyal servant.

Although the manpower was less, Xin Chao never let his boss feel a lack of any kind
of service or things. He was always present to obey every order of his boss.
They had been hiding here since the last few months and Xin Chao reported the
situation to his boss every day.
"How many of them?" Xin Chao was quick to ask as he was already expecting the
arrival of the enemy.
"There are many around 100 or 500. We tried to divert them by dividing into two
groups but they still followed us here." The man replied anxiously.
"You dim-witted fool, you shouldn't have come here in the first place!" Xin Chao
couldn't help but kick the man as the foolish men not only didn't fight back but also
brought the enemy to their home.
100 or 500. That was so many while they were just a few.
Even at this moment, Xin Chao couldn't conceal the pang of panic in his eyes. There
weren't many men left on their side while the enemy was in large numbers. Thus, the
outcome of the war was clear as day.
"Xin Chao…" Markus, who was quietly listening, called out after a while.
"Boss, we need to run away." Xin Chao was quick to come up with the idea which
they had been doing since the last few months. Running away from one to another
before Mo Jiang's team caught them.
As a result, there weren't many places left for them to hide or none had left.
However, this time, Mo Jiang, Liu Juan, and Michael came here personally, thus, how
far they could run away?
"Set off the underground missiles inside the house," Markus said after a deep thought
which shocked not only the men but also Xin Chao.
"Boss…"
Set off underground missiles inside the house?
This house was in the best-hidden location, if they would burst this house, wouldn't it
be their loss?
"We can't win this time, so let's just take our friends down with us." Markus walked

towards the window to view a quiet night but he knew that it was quite opposite.
'Let's take our friends down with us.'
Did it mean it was 'The End' for them?
"But Boss…" Xin Chao refused to accept this fact.
"You can run away if you want to." Markus suddenly interrupted him.
However, this sentence was not for only Xin Chao, but also for everyone. These men
were still here which meant that they still had trust in their boss that he would reverse
the situation like before where they ruled The American Underworld.
However, it seemed their boss had predicted that time had come to end his regime.
****
Outside the house.
Team B had surrounded the house so that no one could run away and Team A had
reached near the house.
Everyone was holding the fully loaded guns in their hands and was smoothly gliding
towards the entrance of the house under the leadership of one man.
Although everyone's face was covered, everyone knew who was the leader of this
mission.

